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**Moment of peace as Bob sang for Hazel, but first lady had last w**

EXCLUSIVE

**KAYLEE JEGGO**

DEATH gave rise to startling moments of information when close kin gathered to feel the loss and wept for the tears that were never to come.

On Saturday, June 16, Bob Hawke received a call from his daughter Hazel (38) informing him that our first lady had passed away. The call came at a sensitive time for the family, as Hazel was in the final stages of a battle with cancer.

Hazel Hawke, the first lady of Australia, died on Saturday evening, surrounded by her family and friends. She was 69.

**Electricity Industry ‘DEATH SPIRAL’**

Price rise for solar to end power divide

EXCLUSIVE

**GABRIEL LEDGER**

AUSTRALIA’s once-millennium-old nuclear household could come to an end with new寻找核能 possibilities. As climate change and energy crisis loom, the peak of power generation for households in Sydney and Melbourne is expected to be reached by the end of the decade. Electricity tariffs could be cut by a third and could save households up to $260 on their bills, according to a recent study.

The study found that the current system of charging householders for electricity consumption is inefficient and leads to a loss of $1 billion per year in welfare payments. The study recommends that the government consider a flat-rate tariff for all consumers, which would result in a reduction of electricity consumption.

**Stryker**

Cruel truth hits home as cattle export bushfires and drought wreak devastation

**LAKE MERRICK**

Lake Merrick is in trouble after the cattle that were supposed to be exported to Indonesia, to be killed in a heartbreakingly sad event.

The cattle farm, located in the Yalgorup-Narrogin region of Western Australia, has been hit by a series of bushfires and drought, causing a significant loss of cattle. The farm owner, Mark Johnson, said the situation was dire and that the cattle would have to be sold at a loss.

**Warlocksson won’t replace top spy**

EXCLUSIVE

**CAMERON STEWART**

PKS’s Warlocksson secures replacement for top spy in Australia because of***

The Liberals have confirmed that they will replace PKS’s Warlocksson as their top spy after a series of scandals involving the agency. The decision comes after a series of public transparency leaks which have exposed PKS’s covert operations.

Warlocksson’s term was renewed in 2019, but he was fired after a series of leaks revealed his involvement in illegal activities.
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**They could leave home before your Miese does.**
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